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Exercise 27(6 points).

In this exercise, we consider the systems ofpositio as described by Walter Burley and Roger
Swyneshed. If apositum ϕ∗ is given andϕk (for 0 ≤ k ≤ n) are proposed sentences of the
Opponent, we letΦBurley

k
be the set of“currently accepted truths” according to Burley’s

system on the basis of the sequence〈ϕ∗, ϕ0, . . . , ϕn〉.
Prove the following properties of the two systems:

(1) If the positum ϕ∗ is consistent, then for allk ≤ n, the setΦBurley

k
is a consistent set (3

points).
(2) If the positum ϕ∗ is consistent andk < ℓ ≤ n with ϕk = ϕℓ, then theRespondentin

a Swyneshed-stylepositio will give the same answer in stepsk andℓ of theobligatio
(3 points).

Exercise 28(7 points).

We are considering a system reminiscent of Leibniz’ attempts to arithmetize language. In the
lecture, we introduced a system based on the divisor structure of the natural numbers, but this
system was too simple as it didn’t allow proper discussion ofnegative statements. Therefore,
we add a number that should take care of the negative statements to the system.

(The approximate idea is: If2 is animal, 3 is rationalis and7 is asinarius (“donkey-like”), then〈6, 7〉 would
representhomo (to preclude the option of constructing ahomo asinarius) and〈14, 3〉 would representasinus (to
preclude the option of constructing anasinus rationalis.)

Formally: Call a pairX := 〈pX , nX〉 a pseudo-Leibniz predicate(PLP) if pX andnX are
both positive natural numbers≥ 2. We writen|m for “n dividesm” ( i.e., there is ak ≥ 1
such thatnk = m) andn ⊥ m for “n andm are coprime” (i.e., if k|n andk|m, thenk = 1).
We define the following semantics for categorical propositions using PLPs:

XaY :≡ pX |pY & pY ⊥ nX

XiY :≡ ∃k ≥ 1(pX |k · pY & k · pY ⊥ nX)

XeY :≡ ∀k ≥ 1(¬(pX |k · pY ) ∨ ¬(k · pY ⊥ nX))

In this semantics,Barbara can be expressed as:

∀X,Y, Z ((pX |pY & pY |pZ & pY ⊥ nX & pZ ⊥ nY ) → pX |pZ & pZ ⊥ nX) .

(1) Define a semantics forXoY such that this is contradictory toXaY (2 point).
(2) Give an example of a PLP that shows thatBarbara is not valid with this semantics (2

points).
(3) Prove thatCelarent is valid with this semantics (3 points).
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Exercise 29(9 points).
Read the text “Opposing and Responding” by Peter King (a link can be found on the course
webpage). This text is the written version of a comment on Spade’s talk at an APA meeting in
1993. There seems to be no written version of Spade’s talk (even though some of the claims
of Spade are most probably reflected in his “Why Don’t Mediæval Logicians Ever Tell Us
What They’re Doing?” that you read a while ago). You will therefore have to reconstruct
what Spade said from King’s response.

(1) Reconstruct what Spade’s talk was about, giving a hypothetical description of the talk
in one sentence. Give a brief argument for your hypothetical description (at most half
a page; 3 points).

(2) Why, according to King, do the “virtual mountain of examples” of obligationesnot
provide us with evidence that obligational disputations actually took place? (Answer
in at most three sentences; 2 points)

(3) Give three ways that the historical evidence distinguishes between quodlibetal dispu-
tations andobligationes? (3 points)

(4) What is King’s explanation for the “the very puzzling factwith which Spade began”?
(Give in your own words; 1 point)

http://staff.science.uva.nl/∼bloewe/2007-08-I/CoreLogic.html


